Plan Drivers

5.

5.1 PHASE 1 SITUATION ANALYSIS AND PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
				OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS REPORT
1.

COMMUNITY EVOLUTION PROJECTIONS
Demographic data for Brandon and area was synthesized and analyzed from baseline data available via Statistics Canada and Census Canada. The following data should be read with Figures 4 to 9.

POPULATION GROWTH 2001-2011 (Figure 4)
Between 2001 and 2011 Brandon grew by 18% from 40,000 to 46,000 residents. With a robust agricultural and manufacturing economy, Brandon is poised to continue growing at this rate or faster.

EXISTING POPULATION DISTRIBUTION (Figure 5+6)

				

Brandon is a fairly young city with slightly larger than average family sizes when compared to other settlements in Manitoba and Canada. 45% + of Brandonites are between 25-55 with more than 15% of this
number being 25-34. This age group is very active and has young families using many recreational amenities within the City and the River Corridor. Brandon also has a fairly high percentage of youth ages 0-9
outstripping the national average by 5%. The Corridor must engage youth through unorganized and organized River Corridor programs in collaboration with educational institutions. Brandon family sizes follow
national trends with a high percentage (66%) of 1 or 2 person households. Statistics also show that 32% of households have 3-5 persons, a higher percentage than most large urban centres such as Winnipeg.
Riverbank recreation areas, especially informal picnic and play zones, should be able to accommodate large families and extended cultural family groups.

POPULATION PROJECTIONS 2015-2035 AND BEYOND (Figure 7)
Statistics Canada projects that the City of Brandon will grow to between 57,000 and 73,000 residents by 2035, an increase of 10,000-27,000 residents who will be looking to their community to provide recreational
amenities. By 2061 the City could grow to over 100,000 inhabitants who would be looking to the river as a major resource for a healthy and vibrant community.
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Figure 4

Figure 6

Population Growth between 2001 - 2011

Household Sizes

Figure 5

Figure 7

Population Distribution by Age

Population Growth Projections
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IMMIGRANT AND INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS (Figure 8+9)
Manufacturing and agriculture based economic growth in Brandon over the past decade has made the City an immigration hub in Manitoba. More than 5,600 New Canadians from Eastern Europe, Africa and the Philippines moved to
Brandon between 2007 and 2013. Westman Immigration Services support staff noted recent additions of Greek, French, Spanish, Syrian and Middle Eastern immigrants arriving in Brandon between 2013-2015 as a result of global
events (meetings held summer 2015).
Brandon’s relatively small size compared to Winnipeg and proximity to many First Nation home territories has made it a natural place for indigenous youth to pursue high school and post secondary education as well as long-term
residence and employment. As a result Brandon’s Aboriginal population is steadily growing. The 2011 National Household Survey conducted by the Government of Canada found that 11% of Brandon respondents identified as Aboriginal.
Statistics suggest this percentage could grow to be as large as 25% over the next 30 years. Indigenous people are often at risk, underemployed and low income residents in Brandon. Organizations such as the Brandon Urban Aboriginal
Peoples’ Council are working closely with the City of Brandon to make the community a more welcoming and supportive place for First Nations residents. Indigenous people have a close relationship with the Assiniboine River and have
the potential to become great partners and stewards of the Assiniboine River Corridor in the next two decades.
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Figure 8

Immigrant Population

Figure 9

Indigenous Population
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2.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS MAPPING
The rest of the research completed in Phase 1 was consolidated into a series of opportunities and constraints maps that quickly and clearly convey the complexity of the River Corridor planning challenges and
opportunities. These layers of information were used to inform community brainstorming exercises (Phase 2) and to support planning solutions (Phase 3). The analysis drawings are included throughout this
chapter as Figures 10-19:

Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13
Figure 14
Figure 15
Figure 16
Figure 17
Figure 18
Figure 19
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Land Ownerships & Partnerships - Current Zoning and Gaps (Figure 10, pg. 47)
Maximum Floodwater Extents (Figure 11, pg. 49)
Hydrology - High, Medium & Low Flood Risk Zones (Figure 12, pg. 50)
Hydrology - Erosion, Sedimentation and Protection (Figure 13, pg. 51)
Ecology - Vegetation Cover and Habitat Status (Figure 14, pg. 53)
Active Transportation - Pedestrians, Cyclists, Canoes, Kayaks (Figure 15, pg. 57)
Transportation Access - Vehicles, Emergency Vehicles, Motorized Boats (Figure 16, pg. 59)
Primary Programming Typologies (Figure 17, pg. 61)
Seasonal Use and Value (Figure 18, pg. 65)
Conclusions - Consolidated Opportunities and Constraints (Figure 19, pg. 69)
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3.

HYDROLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
Detailed investigations with local and provincial experts into the dynamic and changing hydrology of the Assiniboine River Corridor led to the following planning parameters:

MAXIMUM FLOOD LEVELS
2014 200 Year flood levels came to 362.04 (1188’) ASL (at the West end of the study area - Wheat City Golf Course) and 361.2 (1185’) at the east end of the study area Optimist Park. (Figure 11)

HYDROLOGICAL FORECAST FOR THE NEXT 30-50 YEARS
The Assiniboine River will be lower and dryer within the Brandon Assiniboine River Corridor in the next 30-50 years with more frequent, sudden and severe peaks. Without large-scale drainage adjustments
in Saskatchewan and other jurisdictions up-river in the larger watershed, flash flooding and large volumes of water moving through the urban Corridor at high velocity will become the new normal for Brandon.
Flood Frequency and Crest Heights (at the Riverbank Discovery Centre)					
Protection of +2’ from actual anticipated water levels
2% Frequency (50 year) = 1182.84’ (360.5m)
1% Frequency (100 year) = 1184.74’ (361m)
0.5% Frequency (200 years) = 1186.71’ (361.7m)
0.333% Frequency (300 year) = 1188.12’ (362m)

MAIN FLOOD PROTECTION PLANNING ELEVATION
The new dike at the Riverbank Discovery Centre is set at 1188.71 (362.319m). All development at this elevation and 2’ (0.6m) lower is expected to stay dry in most flood events.

RIVER CHANNEL MIGRATION IN THE NEXT CENTURY
The river is generally moving south. Several locations within Brandon may see new channels and oxbows formed by natural process in the next 50-100 years. Human development should not seek to alter the
river channel in any major way. Velocity is reduced over distance, so a loss of a bend means there is increased velocity in the system that may threaten existing infrastructure if a new channel is artificially created.
DFO and Conservation would not be in support of riverbank modifications or the addition of flow restriction features such as new bridges or weirs in the River Corridor within the study area.

BANK STABILIZATION
High value infrastructure already developed in the Corridor that must remain should be permanently protected. For example, the Riverbank Discovery Centre is located directly in the path of the highest velocity
flow being forced through the restricted openings of the 18th Street Bridge. Continued flood events will eventually erode the north bank protecting the Riverbank Discovery Centre to a point of endangering the
building. The north shoreline should be armored with rip-rap to prevent ongoing erosion of this zone.

LANDFORM MANIPULATION
Care should be taken in modifying the topography of exposed sites within the river flood channel. Changing the topography in this area may displace floodwaters into undesired areas. New landforms in these
zones may be exposed to floodwaters moving at very high velocities and will be prone to erosion over time.

STRUCTURES
Low lying areas (flats) immediately next to the riverbank (not protected by the dike system) will experience the most volatile conditions. Do not develop any high value recreation or transportation amenities in
these zones. Any features in these areas should be able to withstand repeated inundation and ice scouring or should be designed for fast removal and storage on high ground during flood events.
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RIVER CHANNEL
2011 & 2014 FLOOD EXTENTS
1185’ (361.2m) - 2014 FLOOD WATER ELEVATION
1179’ (359.4m) - 2011 FLOOD WATER ELEVATION

ROSSER AVENUE
1ST STREET

1000m

KIRKCALDY DRIVE

Total water volume in 2014 exceed that of 2011 but the decision to abandon 1st Street allowed for an increased flow rate that resulted
250m
500m
in similar flood extents between the two floods (Source: City of Brandon).
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Image Sources:
Bing Map Aerial Imagery (2010 Microsoft Corporation), Flood extents (City of Brandon), LiDar Elevation data (Manitoba Land Initiative)

MAXIMUM FLOOD WATER EXTENTS - 2011 & 2014
Figure 11
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4.

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
On June 22 + 23 and via several other visits in June 2015, Native Plant Solutions (NPS) conducted a field inventory of the existing ecological condition of the Corridor with a special focus on habitat restoration
or modification in high value public sites within its boundaries. NPS’s full report can be found in Appendix 1. In broad terms the report recommends the following re-vegetation and habitat restoration approaches:

RIVERBANK EDGES
Most of the mature low-lying river bottom forest found along the riverbanks in unorganized areas and at Canada Games, Dinsdale, Optimist, Eleanor Kidd, and Queen Elizabeth Parks as well as the Wheat
City Golf Course and Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge has been decimated. Extended high water levels and two major flood events in quick succession with major sediment deposition have resulted in 95-100%
mortality in these zones.
A few limited patches of forest in Queen Elizabeth and Dinsdale Parks were high enough to evade long-term water saturation. Trees in these zones are recovering well and should be left to revive or sucker
into new stands over time. Some high traffic zones have been cleared of deadfall for public safety reasons while other less accessible areas remain as deadwood stands. Wherever possible deadwood stands
should be maintained as they stabilize the banks from further erosion, provide essential habitat even in this state, and will form the natural framework within which natural regeneration can occur. In most cases
these low-lying areas should be left to regenerate on their own. If they do not flood regularly the river bottom forest will undergo several decades of plant succession as it matures back into old growth forest. The
parent seed bank containing annual forb, native shrub and tree seed material will be activated when flood-waters recede. This process can be accelerated by the introduction of native species via live-staking or
bare root transplantation. Recommended species include cottonwood, willow, elm, dogwood, hazelnut, and nannyberry. Any investment in accelerating regeneration is at a high risk of mortality from flooding. This
method should only be used in highly visible public areas where creating a mature forest canopy is imperative. The biggest threat to natural regeneration in the flats is extensive colonization of these areas by toxic
invasive species (weeds). The reshaping and raising of dike infrastructure immediately adjacent to these zones will be the single largest source of invasive species (see section on dikes below). By the summer
of 2015 large stands of burdock, Canada thistle, foxtail, and pigweed could be observed in cleared areas at Eleanor Kidd and Canada Games Parks. It is recommended that a volunteer manual weed monitoring
and removal team be trained and mobilized to deal with this threat as soon as possible. Areas that flood out regularly may become permanent mudflats. These areas are great nesting sites for shorebirds. The
public should be educated about the value of these (more stark) landscapes via Brandon Riverbank Inc. programming, citizen monitoring initiatives or interpretive signage. In river bottom forest areas with high
human use where the understory was previously manicured for picnic areas (e.g. Queen Elizabeth and Dinsdale Parks) a new aesthetic that uses woodchip mulch paths and no-mow lawns should be adopted.
If a manicured lawn is still desired in these zones these areas will need to be re-seeded after each new flooding event.

WETLANDS AND RETENTION AREAS
The two wetland ponds at the Riverbank Discovery Centre have been compromised by the floods of 2011 and 2014. The west pond had been breached and no longer supports wetland habitat due to
sedimentation and steep eroded bank profiles. The east pond remains intact, however, previously artificially maintained water levels (via a pump from the west pond) have not been reconnected. A significant
portion of the wetland has died or gone dormant although the area already shows signs of regeneration. A small fishing pond west of the Riverbank Discovery Centre seeps and has atrophied. A new storm water
retention pond has been built along Kirkcaldy Drive in the north field of the Riverbank Discovery Centre (north of a new perimeter dike). This pond will capture runoff from the North Hill neighbourhood that will be
discharged into the river via a control structure on the east end of the pond. The low-lying fields at Optimist Park have retained water for long periods of time after flooding events. Although originally manicured
playing fields, certain parts of this zone are already showing signs of wetland species establishment in the lowest-lying areas. The drainage channel due south of the south riverbank dike at Eleanor Kidd Gardens
and Canada Games Park is in exceptional condition and supports a mature wetland ecosystem complete with a diverse array of fauna. It is presently the most functional and intact wetland habitat along the
Corridor. The habitat gradually becomes a less diverse ditch with a common cattail monoculture as it curves south and wraps around the ball diamonds of Andrews Field. Queen Elizabeth Park shows evidence
of a back channel that may have been a seasonally-wet riparian zone. This area is higher than other low-lying zones and as such has suffered less damage. It is already showing early signs of regeneration.
The Ducks Unlimited Demonstration Wetland is a great candidate for restoration via natural regeneration, live plant transplantation, minor dredging and the re-establishment of water control mechanisms. A
systematic re-vegetation program could be implemented and monitored by wetland restoration professionals (DU, NPS, Prairie Habitats, Local Conservation District Staff). The west pond is susceptible to
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repeated breaching if reconstructed due to its location in the flow of the river so it should remain open to the river. Due to its highly visible location accelerated re-vegetation may be desired. This should be
achieved via a combination of slope remediation (eroded slopes are too steep) and live-staking of resilient flood material such as willow, dogwood and other resilient woody riverbank species that can tolerate
wet and dry extremes. Due to fluctuating water levels anticipated in this zone herbaceous wetland species such as cattails and sedges are not recommended for this area. The small fishing pond west of the
Riverbank Discovery Centre should be filled in and naturalized to grassland habitat. Most intact riparian zones in the River Corridor are slated for drainage improvements via the City of Brandon Engineering
Department. Improvements and reshaping of the drainage channel should be developed to slopes and profiles that are conducive to the expedient re-establishment of this area. If it is not absolutely necessary the
City should consider refraining from disturbing this high value habitat especially in light of the devastated landscape around it. Portions of Queen Elizabeth and Optimist Parks could be established as seasonal
wet meadows and wetlands. Consider naturalizing the new North Hill storm water retention area at the Riverbank Discovery Centre with wet meadow species that can tolerate wet and dry conditions. This
area should be transformed into one of Brandon’s first no-mow public greenspaces. It can serve as an alternative sustainable landscape management demonstration zone that promotes and educates Brandon
residents on the benefits of on-site storm water management and low-impact naturalized landscaping. This demonstration area could be implemented and monitored by native landscape specialists (DU, NPS,
Prairie Habitats, Local Conservation District Staff).

GRASSLANDS
The tall grass prairie habitat developed by Ducks Unlimited due east of the Riverbank Discovery Centre building has not been affected by flooding and is in excellent condition.
The existing prairie at the Riverbank Discovery Centre could be expanded to encompass and define open recreation areas on the site. Consider the development of additional tall and short grass prairie habitat
on elevated areas such as embankments and hills at Optimist Park, Dinsdale Park, and the 1st and 18th Street Corridors.

DIKES AND EMBANKMENTS
The new dikes on the north bank of the River Corridor on the east and west side of the Riverbank Discovery Centre property and north along 1st Street were under construction at the time of this assessment.
A cursory review of construction documents for the dikes indicate that these flood protection structures will be finished with topsoil and a conventional mixed fescue lawn seed mix with a high percentage of
Kentucky Blue Grass. The existing dikes on the south bank of the River Corridor have recently undergone emergency earthwork to raise them to required 2014 flood protection levels. This earthwork was left
raw and was never finished with any type of organic planting medium or vegetation cover. As a result, the dike exhibits a combination of exposed unstable sand and aggregate fill and swaths of invasive leafy
spurge and sweet clover. These weeds are slowly breaching the dike and migrating into the lower floodplain within the River Corridor. Additional dike remediation, inclusive of embankment slope adjustments,
is slated for 2016.
Dike embankments should be re-graded to gentle slopes not exceeding 1:4, finished with a layer of fertile topsoil, treated for weeds (mechanical and chemical means), seeded with native short grass seed mix
and inter-planted with pockets of upland tree and shrub species (oak, ash, cedar, juniper, dogwood, nannyberry, aspen etc). The top of the dike should either be paved or seeded with a versatile eco-lawn seed
mix that can be mowed regularly.

MANICURED LAWNS AND GREENS

						
A large percentage of existing lawns in Dinsdale, Queen Elizabeth, Optimist, and Canada Games Parks have been strained by prolonged shallow water cover and limited maintenance between flood years.
These areas are infested (more than 50% of overall cover) with weeds such as quack grass, clover, foxtail, thistle, moss and dandelion.
Limit manicured lawn zones to high traffic destinations. Where possible revitalize lawns by instituting an aggressive weed management program, raising grades of open areas to avoid standing water wherever
possible, applying topsoil and overseeding lawns with eco-lawn and wildflower meadow seed mixtures. Maintain new lawns with extensive watering and weeding until full establishment (minimum 2 years). Once
established maintain lawns by rotating mow and no-mow zones at each park.
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5.

CORRIDOR ACCESS AND CIRCULATION
PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICULAR
Stakeholders
Everyone - especially pedestrians, cyclists, active living, education and conservation groups.

Existing Conditions
A large number of low-lying trails and access points were washed away by recent flooding. Connectivity of pedestrian access to the Corridor has further been disrupted by emergency flood measures. Many
trails are blocked or in disrepair. There is a loose hierarchy of trails ranging from paved asphalt to dirt-packed finishes within the Corridor. These are not clearly mapped or displayed for public use. Access to
the Corridor by car is fairly robust with roads and parking lots in most parks. All parking lots on the wet side of the dike, except the Riverbank Discovery Centre lot, were briefly under water during recent flood
events. Universal access from these parking areas to recreation areas is sporadic. Areas of greatest concern are access points over the newly-raised dike to sites such as Eleanor Kidd Gardens, the Red Willow
Pedestrian Bridge and Canada Games Park. The pedestrian lighting system in the Corridor is highly damaged. Most of the custom bison lampposts no longer function due to damaged conduits and connections
that are very difficult to find and fix.

Maintenance and Access
Trails are well maintained where still intact - mostly on the dry side of the dike and around the Riverbank Discovery Centre. Trails in low-lying areas are too far damaged for simple cleanup. 1st Street has a very
robust trail from Kirkcaldy Drive to the 1st Street Bridge. The Bridge has minimal and unsafe sidewalks and no access to trails in Optimist and Dinsdale Parks. 1st Street Bridge replacement planning is underway.
The underpass at the 1st Street Bridge sustained minimal damage during flooding. Asphalt repairs and cleanup are underway and should be open for the summer of 2015.
The 18th Street Bridge was recently upgraded and contains generous sidewalks connecting the north and south bank of the River Corridor on this end of the city. The underpass at the 18th Street Bridge
connecting Eleanor Kidd Gardens and Canada Games Park is very damaged and can’t be used at this time.
The 8th Street Bridge is very steep and difficult to navigate. It is an essential link between the North Hill neighbourhood and downtown Brandon and should be considered in conjunction with upgrades to the Red
Willow Pedestrian Bridge. Emergency measures and disaster relief funding have allowed the City to raise the grade of existing dikes. This work continues but does not include the development of any active
transportation paths on top of the dikes at this time. As a result the top of the dike is currently difficult to access and use even though it remains one of the only circulation conduits in the Corridor. These dike
‘trails’ are dirt packed and of moderate to poor accessibility. Emergency vehicles must have primary access to the dike at all times. No other vehicles public or otherwise are allowed on the dikes at this time.
The City has bylaws against snowmobile and all-terrain vehicle use within its jurisdiction. This is very hard to enforce and a small number of residents break these rules using the Corridor in this manner every
season. Anchor partners at the east and west end of the Corridor (Turtle Crossing Campground west and Green Spot Home & Garden Centre east) are connected by a combination of formal and informal trails.
The west link is entirely on Agriculture Canada lands and continues to be used informally by locals.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Develop a fully-connected pathway and trail system for the entire Corridor with short and long loops, a hierarchy of surface finishes, fully-accessible trailheads, frequent rest nodes, and consistent wayfinding
elements. Maximize the recreation potential of the dike by making it an integral part of this active transportation system. Develop fully-accessible connections to all existing bridges. Add parking and access
at more points along the Corridor and increase capacity and accessibility at existing locations. Make sure the main trail loop and access points are not in high-risk flood zones wherever possible. Minimize the
exposure of the main trail where it does dip below projected flood elevations (e.g. underpasses). Investigate a solar-powered pedestrian lighting and wayfinding system for the Corridor.
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WATERCRAFT
Stakeholders
Everyone - especially boaters, fishermen, Brandon Water Ski Club, water sports rental business operators.

Existing Conditions
Access to the water has been greatly diminished by recent flooding. The only structure that remains functional is the removable dock at Dinsdale Park. The boat launch at Queen Elizabeth Park was severely
damaged by flooding. Access to the water for seasonal ferry from the Riverbank Discovery Centre to Eleanor Kidd Gardens was washed away when the west pond wall facing the river channel collapsed during
flooding.

Maintenance and Access
Boat launches were maintained by the City. Typical service was minimal with “use at your own risk” signage and seasonal opening/closing operations. The docks at Dinsdale Park are managed/maintained by
the Brandon Water Ski Club. There is some concern at the water ski area about the wake inhibiting the re-establishment of riverbank vegetation and ongoing erosion of the banks in this area. The river can
become quite shallow at several locations. Water flows and seasonal temperatures do not allow the river to freeze reliably enough to safely support skating or cross-country skiing. This is not something the City
Risk Management Office can support as an organized City/BRI sponsored activity.

Future Possibilities / Desires
There are opportunities to re-introduce motorized boat launches at Queen Elizabeth and Optimist Parks. The Brandon Water Ski Club is very active but may need a larger site. A lake or loop would be most
beneficial to these users. Shallow flat access points to the water at Queen Elizabeth, Dinsdale and Eleanor Kidd Parks could support flexible, removable fishing docks. The new peninsula formed by flooding in
the west cove (formerly a pond) due south of the Riverbank Discovery Centre could be made accessible for seasonal tourism and outfitter rentals with minimal investment.
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6.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK AND PRELIMINARY IDEAS
This is a brief summary of the results of in-depth interviews with stakeholders conducted during this phase of work as well as subsequent follow-up conversations that occurred throughout the planning process.
It is important to note that the goals of various stakeholders are often at odds with each other. Finding a balance between the wants and desires of diverse constituents was addressed in the consensus building
phases of this process (Phases 2-4). Detailed notes on all interviews, discussions and meetings can be found in Appendix 1.

RELATED GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS
City Councillors and Managers, City Parks, Engineering, Emergency Measures, Planning, and Police Departments. MLAs for Brandon West, Brandon East and Brandon Souris. The Reeve of the RM of
Cornwallis, and Service Canada.
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
Prior to flooding the Corridor was a key destination primarily maintained by the City of Brandon staff and actively programmed by BRI. Many levels of government supported programming and new initiatives in
the Corridor through BRI. Many organizations have placed previous support and programming for the riverbank on hold until a clear plan for its future emerges. Many government partners are waiting for the City
and BRI to define what the new normal use of the River Corridor will be. There is no guarantee that old programs will be reinstated even if infrastructure is replaced. All organizations are eager to help if they can
but new partnerships need to be defined. The City of Brandon and Brandon Riverbank Inc. continue to work together to better the Corridor following a recent Memorandum of Understanding established during
the summer of 2015.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
The river should return to being a key recreational resource and destination for people from all walks of life in Brandon. BRI and the City need to do something to refocus positive attention on the river and define
a new relationship with this green Corridor that forms a very large part of Brandon’s Greenspace and Recreation Infrastructure. The City needs to clearly define Corridor extents and streamline the approval of
permissible development in the Corridor by adjusting bylaws and approval processes for future development in this zone and by a long-term policy of purchasing Corridor adjacent lands (especially in the flats)
to create a fully-linked greenspace system free of incompatible uses. BRI and the City need to re-establish connectivity of trails and human movement in the Corridor for walking and cycling. The Red Willow
Pedestrian Bridge needs to become all-season accessible. As the only non-vehicular north-south link in the Corridor, it is an essential community amenity that will continue to be the strongest non-vehicular link
between the North Hill neighbourhood and Downtown Brandon. Access to the river via watercraft is also a special and unique recreational opportunity. Launches and docks for motorized and non-motorized
watercraft should be provided at appropriate locations. These amenities should be as portable as possible for easy removal during flooding events.
Partnership Ideas
The most important partnership to define is the one between the City of Brandon (who own many of the amenities and improvements within the Corridor), and BRI (who assist the City in managing and operating
certain facilities as an arm’s-length organization). The City needs to become the primary investor and supporter of riverbank redevelopment in the next 20 years showing the kind of leadership that will foster
support from other sectors. Being an arm’s-length organization allows BRI to leverage other partnerships. BRI should seek partnerships with Provincial and Federal Governments as well as service clubs,
volunteer groups and private donors. The Agriculture Canada fringe lands next to the river should probably continue to be part of the Corridor in an informal manner. A formal transfer would be a much larger
endeavor and will not have any significant positive benefits for Corridor users.
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ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS
Manitoba Conservation, Assiniboine Hills Conservation District, Brandon Naturalists Club, Westman Wilderness Club, Ducks Unlimited, Assiniboine Food Forest Initiative Inc.
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
Ducks Unlimited is a long-term tenant in the Riverbank Discovery Centre. DU programming on the Riverbank Discovery Centre site is limited to special projects such as the establishment of the wetland and
prairie demonstration zones and does not involve direct programming by DU staff. The Assiniboine Hills Conservation District and Manitoba Conservation monitor the health of the Corridor. They have in the
past provided small grants and expert resources to BRI for new habitat conservation and education programs. The Brandon Naturalists Club uses the Corridor informally for walks and birding. The club monitors
bird migration in the region. Their use of the Corridor is not formally tied to BRI.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
Keep the riverbank as natural as possible, putting ‘Nature First’. Allow people access to these areas via informal, seasonal, low-impact infrastructure. The biggest fear is that we will make the same development
mistakes again wasting valuable resources to build in inappropriate areas and that natural regeneration will not be allowed to occur especially in low lying areas. Remember and celebrate the lower parts of the
Corridor as a flood plain. Let time do its work and educate Brandonites about natural process, habitat formation, and succession in this area. The Assiniboine Food Forest Initiative Inc. is fairly recent and looks
to use Corridor lands east of the Green Spot Home & Garden Centre (outside of but immediately adjacent to current Master Plan boundaries) to establish itself in the next decade.
Partnership Ideas
Partner with Ducks Unlimited to restore the damaged demonstration wetland zone at the Riverbank Discovery Centre. The Assiniboine Hills Conservation District is open to education partnerships related to
vegetation succession monitoring, residential and urban area water management and tree planting programs as all of these initiatives support their Integrated Management Plan for the broader Assiniboine River
Watershed. Having a presence at the Riverbank Discovery Centre is also a possibility. Birding enthusiasts are interested in the establishment of a Purple Martin Management Program.

ARTS AND CULTURAL GROUPS
Art Gallery of Southwestern Manitoba, various artists, Brandon Garden Club.
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
Prior to flooding the Riverbank Discovery Centre hosted Brandon’s largest public celebrations with festivals and fireworks on Canada Day organized by BRI in collaboration with many City of Brandon Arts and
Cultural Groups. These events brought together multicultural traditions, music, dance, ephemeral art, and children’s programming into premiere Brandon recreation and tourism events. A variety of community
events called the riverbank home prior to 2011, and these events continue at a smaller scale post flooding, or have moved to new locations. Prior to flooding Eleanor Kidd Gardens were the pride and joy of
the Brandon Garden Club. The garden was a place for special occasions and often hosted wedding, anniversary, birthday and other life celebrations. This beloved cultivated landscape was maintained by a
dedicated core of volunteers. Since the flooding the garden has fallen into disuse and disrepair. In the past, the arts community collaborated with BRI on events and small art installations in the Corridor. This
has been dormant since the floods.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
The Riverbank Discovery Centre is a perfect natural setting for outdoor arts and entertainment events because it already has existing utility and building infrastructure to support large open air concerts and
celebrations. The Riverbank Discovery Centre should be advanced as a premiere Brandon destination. Re-establish a venue for special family/life events in the Corridor that can house weddings. The Brandon
Garden Club is eagerly wanting to contribute to the redevelopment of a garden in the Corridor. Garden Club members are aging and there is a fear that if this process takes too long this group will dissolve and
no longer be able to contribute. There is great opportunity to further integrate the arts into the Corridor. The arts can help tell the natural and cultural story of the river drawing people back to the Corridor.
Partnership Ideas
Work with various arts and culture groups in the City and Travel Manitoba to develop a world class outdoor festival and concert venue for the City of Brandon somewhere in the Corridor. Capitalize on the offer
of sculptor Peter Sawatzky to establish a sculpture park featuring his works in the River Corridor. Work with the Art Gallery of Southwestern Manitoba to implement integrated public art from diverse artists into
the Corridor via artist collaborations on gateway signage, wayfinding markers, interpretive content, and site furnishings. Work with the Garden Club to develop another garden in the Corridor. This will connect
with seniors’ groups and provide a valuable aging-in-place amenity in Brandon.
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SPORTS AND ACTIVE LIVING GROUPS
Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex, Brandon Minor Soccer Association, Wheat City Golf Course, Brandon Barbarians RFC, Brandon Water Ski Club, skating and ski clubs.
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
John Reilly field is the only rugby field in the community. Seepage and other flood related issues have made the field difficult to use since the 2011 flood. Skating and cross-country ski clubs used to use
Canada Games Park and the Wheat City Golf Course respectively for leisure skating and skiing. Skating has since been relocated into the Power Smart Waterfall of Lights skating oval inside the dike and does
not function as well as it used to, while limited skiing has re-opened on the golf course but not to the same level or extent as before the flooding. Existing baseball facilities including the Andrews Field and
surrounding diamonds have not been significantly affected by flooding but are being squeezed by intensified programming on the dry side of the dike that used to take place in the Winter Park. The Westman
Softball Association is currently completing the Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex due south of the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge on the dry side of the dike. Water skiing continues from Dinsdale Park much as it
used to pre-flooding. Original boat tours from the Riverbank Discovery Centre have been discontinued. Public access to the water at Queen Elizabeth Park has been washed away. The only access to the river
is at Dinsdale Park on a dock that is too small to house multiple uses.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
Brandon Barbarians RFC want to enhance their fields. They need a washroom on high ground nearby. They would like the ability to have a food truck or concession in the area. The Optimist Soccer Club and
Brandon Youth Soccer Association are relocating the Optimist Park soccer facilities to higher ground outside the River Corridor. They will be turning the Optimist Park lands back to the City as part of a land
exchange. They would like to be close to the Corridor and its active transportation trails. Andrews Field has some localized drainage, access and parking issues. Fields could be better organized for optimal
tournament play. Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex is well organized but could be better linked to the Corridor especially along the north edge (dike). Winter activity in the Corridor is really important. There need
to be safe well-defined areas for activities like skiing, skating, tobogganing and snowshoeing with adequate support facilities like washrooms, warm-up shelters and parking close by. The water ski course could
use dredging or expansion into a loop. There is opportunity for other types of water recreation on the river especially kayaking and canoeing. Water access amenities inside the dike need to be portable or
removable. Running and cycling clubs need well-connected paved trails to return to the Corridor.
Partnership Ideas
All of the sports organizations adjacent to or within the River Corridor already contribute tremendously to the community by running and upgrading their facilities fairly independently with minimal support from
the City. Future partnerships could involve standardized maintenance and operating support from the City for these facilities and cross promotion/programming support from BRI.

EDUCATION AND YOUTH GROUPS
Community Youth Groups, Brandon School Division, Brandon University (BU), Assiniboine Community College (ACC).
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
Brandon University and Assiniboine Community College often use the River Corridor as study areas for projects in a wide variety of faculties and departments. The study of the riverbank has increased with the
advent of the last two major flooding events, however there is currently no mechanism via which BRI and the City can learn from or implement any of the results of this academic research. The Brandon School
Division and several school divisions in the region send more than 1,500 K-8 classes to the Riverbank Discovery Centre every year for hands on learning activities in math, language arts, science and social
studies. Brandon youth groups use the riverbank for informal outings and picnics. They also organize youth volunteer groups for cleanup days and large BRI events requiring additional support.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
Increase grade school curriculum ties to the river by developing grade appropriate lesson plans for teachers to deliver in the Corridor and at the Riverbank Discovery Centre. Use the Riverbank Discovery Centre,
BRI and the river as a central Assiniboine River Watershed Education Centre. The Corridor and the Riverbank Discovery Centre could act as the home base and library for inter-jurisdictional discussions and
agreements as management of this vast watershed evolves. Make the archaeological, natural and cultural history of the Assiniboine River Valley come to life for children and families of all ages via a one-of-akind intergenerational playground at the Riverbank Discovery Centre site. Make sure the River Corridor provides learning, recreation and free-play opportunities for all ages especially for kids ages 2-5, 5-12
and 13-18. Engage Brandon University and Assiniboine Community College students in studying the hydrology, ecology and social value of the Corridor, tracking and managing riverbank rehabilitation and even
constructing new public amenities such as picnic shelters. Develop some mechanism for these relationships to flourish such as educational residencies or formalized co-operative relationships.
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Partnership Ideas
All of these groups are ready and willing to form closer programming partnerships and research results with BRI. The City and BRI should leverage the needs and support of these groups to secure funding
expressly related to youth recreation and education and post-secondary research in the riverbank. Brandon University has a strong Native Studies Program that should be harnessed for enriched research
programming in the Corridor.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND NEW CANADIANS
Westman Immigration Services, Brandon Urban Aboriginal Peoples’ Council, Brandon Friendship Centre
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
New Canadians use the Corridor for walking, cycling and accessing nature. They also use community parks such as Dinsdale Park and Queen Elizabeth Park (to a lesser extent) for day camping and fishing.
The picnic sites, playgrounds, and fishing docks in these parks were essential recreation amenities for these constituents as they have limited access to recreational destinations outside of Brandon. Despite
extensive damage caused by repeated flooding, Dinsdale Park continues to be used by large immigrant family groups especially on weekends during the warmer seasons. Queen Elizabeth Park suffers from
additional issues related to the water treatment plant and has seen less re-adoption by families after flooding. It is currently more of an after-hours destination for young adults. The Assiniboine River Corridor
was an essential part of life for Indigenous Peoples in Western Manitoba for countless generations prior to European settlement in this area. Through the early twentieth century, community elders can recall
informally continuing to ‘camp’ on the banks of the river as the City of Brandon grew around them. Today, Brandon’s urban Aboriginal population is disconnected from the river. There are currently limited places
and programs exploring First Nations’ stories, beliefs and traditions connected to the Assiniboine River. Limited content is delivered by BRI staff.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
New Canadians want to learn about and explore the Assiniboine River Corridor’s natural and cultural history. They are not overly concerned about having their own cultures represented in the landscape. Instead
all groups contacted would rather foster amenities and programming like playgrounds, feasts, market days or concerts that will encourage cross-cultural exchange, acceptance and social interaction between all
Brandon residents. Winter activity and celebrations are as important as summer uses to these constituents. They would like to see both Dinsdale and Queen Elizabeth Parks continue to grow as true community
parks on each end of the Corridor. Brandonites of Aboriginal descent would like to find a way to be active participants in healing the River Corridor and developing a new relationship between the river and
the people of Brandon. They see the Corridor as an ideal place to ‘become visible again’, re-connecting to the river, building traditional knowledge in their constituents, engaging their youth in positive urban
experiences and sharing their unique understanding of the Corridor with all Brandon residents and visitors. First Nations leaders fear tokenism, racism, misrepresentation and being saddled with undesirable
property as they work to create a better relationship with the City. All parties believe this is a once-in-a-lifetime chance to use the River Corridor as a tool for positive change and reconciliation in the community.
Partnership Ideas
Westman Immigration Services and various cultural groups within the City are willing and ready to partner with the City and BRI in developing new amenities, caring for park spaces and programming special
events in the River Corridor. The Brandon Urban Aboriginal Peoples’ Council is open and willing to partner with the City and BRI on new initiatives that may arise from this process. These groups have limited
financial capacity but could access upcoming provincial and federal funds to support new programs servicing their needs. In addition to leveraging funds from other levels of government these close-knit groups
will be essential for volunteer initiatives and grassroots programming in the Corridor. The River Corridor is also a great volunteer and employment opportunity for New Canadians and Aboriginal youth.
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SERVICE CLUBS
Wheat City Lions Club, Rotary Club, UCT, Brandon Kinsmen and Kinettes.
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
Service Clubs rented space from the Riverbank Discovery Centre, assisted with seasonal cleanup days, organized summer music concerts in Eleanor Kidd Park, and fundraised for special playground or amenity
projects in the Corridor. Their use of the Corridor has diminished since the floods.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
Restore the user-friendly nature of the Corridor. Bring back family and community programming in the Corridor and make the physical access to the river and the dike easy for people of all abilities. Bring back
guided pontoon boat access to the river. This provided equal opportunity access for those with developmental and mobility challenges. Re-establish the farmers’ market in the Riverbank Discovery Centre parking
lot once a week throughout the summer.
Partnership Ideas
These service clubs are eager for a plan so they can use their organizations to fundraise for particular initiatives. Each club is willing to continue or reinstate riverbank cleanup, education and programming
initiatives they used to lead in the Corridor in partnership with BRI when the time comes.

BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES
Economic Development Brandon, Renaissance Brandon, Brandon Chamber of Commerce, Western Financial Group, Star FM/CKLQ, Corral Centre businesses, Action Power Ltd., Turtle Crossing Campground,
Green Spot Home & Garden Centre, Alternative Landscaping, A&L Cycle and Ski, Stream ‘n’ Wood.
Existing/past relationships with the Corridor
Other than one outfitter who once operated seasonal rental services in the Corridor, BRI has limited relationships with Brandon’s business community related to providing services in the Corridor itself. All those
contacted felt BRI did a good job promoting them as Brandon’s Tourism Centre but that the Riverbank Discovery Centre seemed far less ‘open for business’ since the floods. Renaissance Brandon and the
Brandon Chamber of Commerce are very focused on attracting business to Brandon and enhancing Downtown. Both organizations recognize the Corridor as a very important part of the package of amenities
they highlight to businesses as they consider moving to or expanding in Brandon. Many businesses in the adjacent Corral Centre have sponsored and supported BRI especially during large community events.
Future desires/fears for the Corridor
Re-establishing a fully connected trail system that has been interrupted by flood damaged zones and new dikes is essential to getting people back to the river. Don’t invest in any infrastructure that could be
ruined by future flooding. Naturalize a lot of previously high human-use areas. Develop a larger lake with a beach southwest of Dinsdale Park by removing the low-lying area in this part of the Corridor. 18th
Street and 1st Street are major gateways into the City. The greenspace surrounding the river crossings on both these main arteries are major opportunities to welcome visitors to Brandon in a unique and inviting
way. Make sure you re-establish lawns and picnic areas for families to use in the summer and better flood-protected skating facilities in the winter.
Partnership Ideas
Consider complementary business partnerships with businesses that would bring more people down to the riverbank. A restaurant, fitness club or wilderness rental outfitter in the Riverbank Discovery Centre
rental space currently occupied by Ducks Unlimited could drive increased use of the Riverbank Discovery Centre in all seasons. Food trucks, river cruises and watercraft rental kiosks in the Corridor could be great
seasonal business opportunities for young entrepreneurs. Work more closely with business organizations to ensure new developments are appropriate to the Riverbank Discovery Centre and do not compete
with other facilities in Brandon (some specific references to the Keystone Centre and the Trans Canada Highway Commercial Zone).
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7.

SITE-BY-SITE ASSESSMENTS
The following represents a brief synopsis of the existing conditions found at each zone of the Corridor (June 22 + 23, 2015) and subsequent follow-up visits. It includes the preliminary redevelopment needs and
ideas for each site highlighted by the key stakeholders who guided the team through their field research. For more detailed field notes from all members of the planning team see Appendix 1.
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RIVERBANK DISCOVERY CENTRE
Stakeholders
Brandon Tourism, City, BRI, Brandon School Division, Brandon Urban Aboriginal Peoples’ Council, Riverbank Discovery Centre and Ducks Unlimited Staff, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
The site immediately surrounding the Riverbank Discovery Centre building has remained above recent flood levels however the basement of the building did experience some seepage and Conservation Drive
was briefly covered by 1-2’ of water preventing access to the site. The Riverbank Discovery Centre building is in good condition. Half of the building provides tourism and nature education programming for the
City via Brandon Riverbank Inc. The other half of the building, owned by BRI, is leased to Ducks Unlimited Provincial Field Office. The building has an outdoor patio/classroom facing the river. The overlook and
docks due-south of the Centre have been washed away by the last 2 flooding events. The flow of the river moving under the 18th Street Bridge has deeply undercut and eroded the banks of this site. The artificial
pond originally developed for skating and water makeup to the wetland cell due south of the Riverbank Discovery Centre, has been breached by floodwaters leaving behind a small horseshoe shaped inlet fully
connected to the river on the site of the previous pond. There is a large open field northeast of the building used for major community celebrations. This area has been fully bisected by a new flood protection
dike. A City storm water retention pond and outlet structure has also been installed due north of the dike. The grounds include two picnic shelters that are reaching the end of their lifespan whose high walls
do not meet “crime prevention through environmental design standards” (CPTED), a modern prefabricated play structure, paved parking for 80 cars, an RV dump station in good condition, a storage structure
due east of the parking lot, intact electrical and audio service to the northeast celebrations field, defunct bison-themed pedestrian lighting, extensive horticultural plantings and arboretum along the west side of
Conservation Drive, a fishing pond due west of the building suffering from ongoing seepage, and deteriorating facility signage covered by mature vegetation at the main entry at Kirkcaldy Drive. An existing dike
and rolling topography on the west side of the site were not significantly impacted by flooding. Large trees and some trails remain intact in this zone. The City is also raising the dike on this side of Conservation
Drive all the way to the corner of 18th Street and Kirkcaldy Drive. A small city maintenance building is planned on the north side of this dike.

Maintenance and Access
The Riverbank Discovery Centre is open 7 days a week 360 days a year. It offers large washrooms, tourism information, a small shop/snack centre, and meeting room to residents and visitors. The Centre
is programmed and maintained by BRI. The City provides BRI an operating and maintenance grant every year. BRI manages all building and grounds maintenance with seasonal contracts. BRI pursues its
mandate by delivering nature education programming and delivers tourism services on behalf of the City with 3 permanent and 4 seasonal staff. BRI relies on rental income to pay off building debt. The building
will be debt-free in 3 years. Ongoing rental income will then be used to complete necessary building maintenance and upgrades. The Centre is very accessible by all modes of transportation and has a good
central parking lot that services the heart of the River Corridor. There is currently no long-term RV parking or camping on the site.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Update the south-facing plaza and outdoor classroom. Re-introduce some type of direct access to the water. Consider finding a more active tenant for the rental space currently being used by Ducks Unlimited to
give tourists and community members reasons to visit more often. Suggestions included a restaurant, arts centre, wilderness outfitter or combination thereof. However, Ducks Unlimited is a very reliable tenant
and these ideas carry a higher risk of vacant space and tenant turnover in the Riverbank Discovery Centre. Develop a premiere regional open air attraction with an amphitheatre and fully equipped outdoor stage
capable of hosting up to 5,000 people. Ensure this new infrastructure is above future flood levels. Provide more casual family picnic and BBQ sites throughout the grounds with safe, modern shelters that can
withstand occasional overland flooding. Add more shade and enhance the horticultural tradition on the site consolidating plantings and gardens while making these areas more manageable and easy to maintain.
Develop other community recreation and regional tourism draws to the site. Ideas: a world-class nature playground, archaeological digs, terrain park for extreme sports, a regional sculpture garden, enhanced
nature, history and river education nodes built right into all the features of the Riverbank Discovery Centre, windsurfing and kite-flying facilities, and a winter park. Use the site as a demonstration landscape for
sustainable landscape management by naturalizing and monitoring the new storm water pond north of the dike with native wetland and emergent edge species and introducing more low-mow lawns and short
grass prairie zones on dikes and elevated zones within the site. Use the existing parking lot for winter skating and summer farmers’ market (some had pointed out that this is in conflict with other locations in
Brandon already providing these types of activities). Enhance wayfinding and signage for the facility starting on Highway No.1 and 18th Street and culminating at 18th Street and Kirkcaldy Drive.
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Riverbank Discovery Centre Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

DUCKS UNLIMITED DEMONSTRATION WETLAND AND PRAIRIE
Stakeholders
Ducks Unlimited, City, BRI, Brandon School Division, Brandon Urban Aboriginal Peoples’ Council, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
The west demonstration wetland cell southeast of the Riverbank Discovery Centre has been damaged by flooding and is not being used to its full potential. Trails, boardwalks and overlooks in this zone are in
disrepair. A steep, rutted and hard-to-navigate transition from the main pathway system towards the wetland cell is so unsafe it has been closed off to the public. Inconsistent water levels have caused vegetation
in the pond to atrophy. Long-standing water and ice scouring has destroyed the river bottom forest on the outside face of the dike enclosing this pond and washed away informal trails in this area. The tall grass
prairie habitat due north of the wetland cell was high enough to remain above flood water levels and it is very healthy and intact.

Maintenance and Access
Ducks Unlimited developed and now maintains the wetland and tall grass prairie demonstration areas. Access to the prairie is built into the main circulation for the site while the wetland and river bottom forest
zones are much less accessible to the public post-flooding as noted above. BRI runs nature education programming with school groups in this area. More than 100 groups a year from all over western Manitoba
visit the centre and this area in particular.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Repair the damaged wetland cell that remains intact with assistance from Ducks Unlimited. Add more boardwalks and upgrade the wood platform and arbour that act as an outdoor classroom in this area. Let
the second breached cell remain as a small natural bay in the river and see if you can use this protected cove for seasonal boat rentals and river access. Improve self-guided interpretation and add more guided
events for the public (beyond just school children). Expand the tall grass prairie preserve. It provides a unique recreation experience, great microclimate and much-needed wildlife habitat. Ideas for the riverbanks
themselves in this high-profile area ranged from assist the bank to regenerate as fast as possible with live-staking to let the riverbank regenerate on its own and use the process as an educational/interpretive tool.
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Figure 22

Ducks Unlimited Demonstration Wetland & Prairie Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

RED WILLOW PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
Stakeholders
City, BRI, AT Groups, general public.

Existing Conditions
The Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge is a major north-south non-motorized connection point in the community that was used year-round before flooding. The Bridge remained above water during all flood events to
date. Flooding around the Bridge over low-lying access areas (silt covered trails) on the north and south bank has made this crucial River Corridor crossing inaccessible to the public between April-June every
year since 2011. The Bridge is a great overlook up and down the River Corridor. There is evidence of continued small watercraft access from the flats in this area. These low lying areas have been decimated
by long-standing water, killing previously healthy river bottom forest and new trees planted by BRI in between the 2011 and 2014 floods.

Maintenance and Access
The Bridge is cleared and maintained by the City. Wayfinding to the Bridge is very hidden. Knowledge of this route is limited to locals due to a lack of system-wide signage mapping routes and connections.
Access to the Bridge is achieved via several steep inclines - both natural riverbank and man-made dikes. These slopes are difficult to impossible to navigate for younger and less physically active users.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Make the Bridge fully accessible to all residents and visitors 12 months a year. Consider elevating access to match the existing Bridge. Do not provide access at the expense of the river or surrounding landscape.
Provide better wayfinding signage to improve Bridge use. Capitalize on views down the river and install river interpretive nodes on the Bridge or new access points. Provide seasonal docks at the foot of the
Bridge. (non-motorized + fishing) Let the river bottom forest regenerate naturally over time around the Bridge and use this as a teaching/interpretive tool about the natural cycles and human impacts on the
Assiniboine. Upgrade lighting on the Bridge.
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Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

ELEANOR KIDD PARK AND GARDENS
Stakeholders
BRI, City, Brandon Garden Club, arts groups, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
These gardens are very special to Brandon. Many people marked major life events at this location - graduations, weddings, anniversaries, achievements. The gardens are now bisected by an emergency stone
causeway constructed in 2011 to protect civil infrastructure on the south bank of the river. The upper terraces of the gardens were very briefly under water while the lower flats were inundated for significant
periods during flooding. The remaining upper terrace had some of its features closest to the river fully washed away. What remains includes: overgrown walkways, circular gathering spaces, seat walls, one Peter
Sawatzky sculpture and a small stage that could be cleaned and re-purposed. In addition, there are overgrown and weed-infested garden beds, defunct lighting and an extremely flood-damaged washroom. The
low-lying parts of the Park are covered by silt and very vulnerable to repeated future flooding. An abandoned picnic shelter should be removed as soon as possible.

Maintenance and Access
The Brandon Garden Club maintained and cared for much of the site in collaboration with BRI and the City. Due to the extreme impacts of flooding, dike construction and emergency causeway that had to be built
in the Gardens preventing the ongoing programming of this site, this area has not been operated or maintained since 2011. Access to the site is very difficult and limited. Vehicular right turn-in turning movement
from 18th Street onto the existing dike may be possible but is not recommended due to the volume and speed of traffic on 18th Street at this location. The dike could be expanded for very limited parking with
the permission of the City and Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation. Non-motorized access to the Gardens can occur from the dike via a fairly steep and short embankment to the first garden terrace. The
path to the lower banks from the dike has been completely covered by silt and the underpass below the 18th Street Bridge is no longer accessible. The temporary rock causeway built to protect civil infrastructure
will be removed and re-purposed by the City shortly.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Ideas here ranged from rebuilding the Gardens and making them larger on the current site to abandoning them altogether. Recycle and re-use the temporary causeway boulder rip-rap in reconfiguring flood
proof zones for the site. Use more of the site at the dike elevation and let the lower part of the Park naturalize over time. Introduce interpretive elements that mark the history of the site. Find a better place
for parking and access to the Park - perhaps via small lots and accessible pathways at the end of 14th or 16th Street North. Other ideas included: find a safe way for people to cross over or under 18th Street,
incorporate the wetland area behind the dike, re-introduce a ferry and docks connecting Eleanor Kidd Park to the Riverbank Discovery Centre, and add revenue-generating facilities like an art gallery or a snack
shack to this zone.
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Eleanor Kidd Park & Gardens Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

After 2014

ASHLEY NEUFELD SOFTBALL COMPLEX AND SURROUNDING INDUSTRIAL LANDS
Stakeholders
Westman Softball, Ashley Neufeld Field Fundraising Committee, City, BRI, private landholders on the wet side of the dike, Co-op Feeds, Heartland Livestock, McKenzie Seeds, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
The new Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex is currently under construction on formerly industrial surplus City lands transferred to the club by the City in 2013. The complex will include 4 large fields opening in
2016, 4 small fields in 2017 and canteen, washrooms and parking for 2018. A livestock auction mart, seed operations, and vacant residential parcels dot the dry side of the dike along Parker Boulevard and 4th
Street North. The area due north of Co-op Feeds on the wet river side of the dike, has combined private and public land ownership. This low-lying bend in the river was completely inundated during the last 2
flood events and is at high risk of becoming an oxbow in the next century. This area should not be developed.

Maintenance and Access
The dike in this zone is maintained by the City and used informally by all residents of Brandon especially low income and immigrant families living in the ‘Flats’ neighbourhood.

Future Possibilities / Desires
As identified in the Brandon and Area Planning District Development Plan (MMM 2013) slowly consolidate lands abutting the primary dike in the ‘Flats’ neighbourhood into publicly held parks and open space
lands. Enhance this major south entry route to the River Corridor by improving wayfinding, signage and physical access all the way from Rosser Avenue to the Red Willow Pedestrian Bridge. Fully integrate
Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex into the Corridor experience by introducing a tot-lot adjacent to Co-op Feeds, making parking available to Corridor users, converting the south face of the dike into overflow
spectator viewing for ball tournaments, and adding a significant number of shade trees to this open south-facing site. Improve the dike pathway system all the way around the dike and 4th Street North widening
the route, adding overlooks and rest nodes and a trailhead at 4th Street and Assiniboine Avenue or 4th Street and Stickney Avenue. Additional ideas for this part of the Corridor included: community gardens,
community orchards, and a spray park.
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Figure 25

Ashley Neufeld Softball Complex & Surrounding Industrial Lands Site Assessment

During 2015

DINSDALE PARK
Stakeholders
City, BRI, Brandon Water Ski Club, New Canadians, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
Most of the Park was briefly submerged during the peak of the 2014 flood with the CP Rail Display and washroom building remaining dry. High areas including a well-established grove of trees near the 3rd Street
Dam have rebounded from the inundation. Lower-lying vegetation and picnic sites north of the dam have been washed away. Despite the damage this park remains heavily used for water access and activities
and for family recreation especially during lunch hours and on weekends. The Brandon Water Ski Club had removable docks that were transported to high ground during the flood. These have been re-installed
in the Park and currently serve as the only water access along the entire Assiniboine River Corridor. Although owned and operated by the Brandon Water Ski Club these docks are also very well used for fishing,
occasionally causing conflict between disparate users. The Park contains a prefabricated play structure on a recently raised hill, picnic sites (about ½ of original intact), a sheltered free-firewood stack, a fishcleaning station, aging dam and river history interpretive panels, an aging and unsafe picnic shelter, and two gravel parking zones. The Park forms a major gateway to the City. The Park’s curb appeal from 1st
Street has been greatly reduced by weed-infested lawns, dead trees and damaged park signage/furnishings.

Maintenance and Access
The Park is maintained by City staff with support from water sports organizations, and seasonal resident cleanup crews. It is very accessible by car with ample parking and much less accessible by walking or
cycling due to poor and fragmented active transportation walkways, access ramps and underpasses surrounding the 1st Street Bridge. Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation is currently working to redevelop
the 1st Street Bridge. This project will add accessible switch back trails to Dinsdale and Optimist Parks in the coming year. Poor signage makes this park hard to find. The entire Corridor lacks a comprehensive
Corridor signage system that communicates how all the destinations within it are linked and accessed.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Find a way to celebrate the multicultural diversity of Brandon in this park via signage, public art or interactive play elements. Enhance and expand water access adding separate fishing dock from water skiing
docks. Enhance and add picnic sites for small gatherings and large multi-family groups. Replace large outdated picnic shelters with two modern shelters. Upgrade public washrooms, park sign and interpretive
nodes. Naturalize a large amount of the weedy lawn in the Park with forest or grasslands. Enhance the gateway experience along 1st Street focusing on the growing cultural diversity of the City.
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Figure 26

Dinsdale Park Site Assessment

Field notes

During 2015

OPTIMIST PARK
Stakeholders
Brandon Youth Soccer Association (BYSA), City, BRI, Brandon Urban Aboriginal Peoples’ Council, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
The Park is abandoned and has not been in regular use since 2011. The Park currently consists of 9 abandoned and un-mowed full size soccer fields in three distinct zones separated by gravel access roads or
dikes. These fields are lower than the surrounding roads and dikes and were covered in 3-4’ of water for extended periods during recent floods. The low-lying forest fringe along the riverbank on this site has
been significantly damaged with a very high tree mortality rate and deadfall in this zone. An abandoned canteen and washroom building is located deep inside the Park. The structure is intact and designed
to withstand flooding but due to extensive mechanical and electrical infrastructure damage it can no longer be used as originally intended. Canteen plumbing and electrical, site lighting and site irrigation are
no longer functioning in the Park. The Park also includes a significant hill along its north edge. The hill currently houses portable soccer stands and a small materials yard. It is a result of a decommissioned
construction materials landfill site (exact date of decommissioning unknown).

Maintenance and Access
The Brandon Youth Soccer Association owns and maintains this riverbank amenity. The intent is to have the land revert back to City surplus ownership by the end of 2016. The site has good vehicular access
via dirt roads connected to 1st Street. A large overflow parking lot close to the riverbank due east of the 1st Street Bridge is becoming overgrown but could easily be rehabilitated to provide good access to the
river in this park. There is good non-motorized access to the Park via a paved pathway running north-south all the way from Kirkcaldy Drive to the 1st Street Bridge. There are no internal paths in the Park as
most users shared the dirt road with cars for the previous soccer programming here. Informal trails along the river have been washed away or silted over by flooding.

Future Possibilities / Desires
This Corridor site needs a new purpose. Whatever development occurs here it needs to be low impact and resilient. The site can be the eastern anchor to the Corridor if it is repurposed for more passive
community parks and recreation use. Ideas included privately run ‘Adrenaline Adventures’ style sports park, community gardens, commercial vegetable or fruit growing operations, fishing ponds and wetlands,
naturalized prairie preserves, a public beach and swimming lake, a motorized sports track, a demonstration wind or solar power array, a cross-country skiing venue, an all-season orienteering centre, or some
combination of the above.
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Figure 27

Optimist Park Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

QUEEN ELIZABETH PARK
Stakeholders
City, BRI, birding enthusiasts, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
This Park used to be a very active place for the community. It was the counterpoint to Dinsdale Park serving as a community riverbank destination for the west side of the City. This zone has a high-access road
leading out to the City water intake facility. A secondary loop road curves west into the main part of the Park located approximately 6-8’ below the road level. The site includes tennis courts, a newer play structure,
as well as an older prefabricated play structure reaching the end of its life span, a washroom building and a baseball diamond that have all been impacted by short periods of flooding. The washroom building is
beyond repair while the tennis courts could be resurfaced. The play structures and ball diamonds are not very active. The Park also includes a back channel or slough adjacent to the riverbank on even lower
terrain. This area has been significantly silted over by flooding. Most of the trees in this zone have died from extended periods under water and many of the seasonal picnic sites were washed away or removed.
The riverbank in this park has seen a lot of undercutting as a result of being on the outside bend of the river. The Park sees little to no use since the floods and subsequent seepage issue from the adjacent City
Water Treatment Facility. The lawns in the Park have gone to weed. Park signage has been removed. There is no wayfinding or interpretive signage remaining in this area.

Maintenance and Access
The Park is maintained by City staff. Since the 2011 flood it has seen little attention as the City was focused on repairing more pressing flood protection infrastructure. The Park has very good access for motorized
vehicles although parking is located in flood-prone areas. Non-motorized access is also fairly well developed with walkways from McDonald Avenue. The primary flood protection dike connects Queen Elizabeth
Park to Canada Games Park along the riverbank. There are no dedicated pedestrian paths or trails within the Park itself having either been silted over or non-existent to begin with.

Future Possibilities / Desires
The water treatment plant may expand north towards the Park in the near future. Seepage issues are currently being repaired. Ideas ranged widely for this park from abandoning it as a public greenspace to
developing it as a bird sanctuary and natural habitat all the way to a tennis and racquet sports hub. All permanent high value sports infrastructure (if any) should be raised above flood levels. Lower zones could
include flood-resilient picnic shelters and family picnic sites to mirror amenities in Dinsdale Park on the east end of the Corridor. This would be a great fitness park for seniors and should have a fitness trail with
fitness stations. A washroom somewhere on high ground could serve both Queen Elizabeth and Canada Games Parks.
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Figure 28

Queen Elizabeth Park Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

ANDREWS FIELD INC.
Stakeholders
Brandon Baseball Clubs and Leagues, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
Andrews Field is a premiere facility that can host up to 3,300 fans. Although the field is outstanding, drainage and parking around the facility could be improved. An additional 5 fields support this main diamond
hosting large regional and national scale tournaments. The layout and locations of the 3 northernmost fields are currently in conflict with the skating facilities and activities that have been relocated to the dry
side of the dike. The north field tucked into the dike will soon be impacted by dike remediation work. The Andrews Field complex is accessed via Hilton Avenue. The street is poorly paved and has almost no
signage and wayfinding cues from 18th Street. Hilton Avenue is also the dead end emergency vehicle access to the south bank dike system. There are no accessible trail connections from McDonald Avenue
North around Andrews Field to the river. Desire lines from informal field shortcuts are evident throughout the site.

Maintenance and Access
The City and individual sports clubs co-manage and maintain the baseball complex. The City manages and maintains the dikes, berms and drainage channels surrounding these facilities.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Maintain and enhance the Andrews Field complex as a high-performance sports zone. Improve the large-tournament experience by reorganizing the secondary diamonds surrounding Andrews Field so they are
closer, better oriented and easier to access. Improve drainage and trails around the south end of the main field. Add trees for shade wherever possible.
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Andrews Field Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

CANADA GAMES PARK
Stakeholders
City, BRI, Westman Speed Skating Club, Brandon Barbarians RFC, Brandon Senior Soccer League, Manitoba Hydro, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
The well-developed winter park area on the wet side of the dike has been extensively damaged by flooding. Skate shelters, picnic shelters and a mature river bottom forest canopy were all destroyed by flood
waters in these lower flats. At the time of these investigations the City was removing deadfall from this area for safety and liability reasons. The area is thoroughly silted over and very susceptible to ongoing
flooding in the future. The underpass connection below 18th Street to Eleanor Kidd Gardens has been buried by sediment on the upper embankments and washed away in lower areas close to the Bridge where
it was not originally armoured with rip-rap. After 2011 the City and BRI relocated the Power Smart Waterfall of Lights into a space shared with the Andrews Field and bounded by the City’s maintenance yards. A
skating oval and a newly re-established Manitoba Hydro light display provides residents with a winter experience that is cramped and a little disjointed. A mature wetland runs through the centre of this area on
the dry side of the dike. The City’s Engineering Department is planning to dredge this wetland for expanded storm water storage capacity. Mature trees and the protection of the dike make the relocated park a
very comfortable winter experience, however the park is now completely disconnected from river views.
South west of the relocated skating area in a contained cell created by low berms is the Canada Games Rugby Park (John Reilly Field). These fields are in fairly good condition however they have experienced
some water seepage from overburdened City storm water structures during the last two floods.
Beyond the rugby fields in a separate cell abutting 26th Street North is the senior men’s soccer field. This field has been under 3-4’ of water for long periods during the last two floods. At the time of this
investigation the City was preparing to add a new lift station and storm water management in this area to fix this issue.
North of the soccer field on higher ground the pad for an old skate park remains. The primary dike along the north edge of these fields was raised after the flood of 2011, cutting off previous pathway loops.
Residents use the top of the dike as an informal trail while remnant sidewalks now dead-end into the dike.

Maintenance and Access
The City prepares and maintains the winter park every season. Access to the relocated park via Hilton Avenue and McGregor Avenue is confusing with poor wayfinding cues and parking options. The Power
Smart Waterfall of Lights experience is diminished for many seniors and families with mobility issues who can no longer drive through the area to see the lights. The City and individual sports clubs co-manage
and maintain the rugby and soccer fields. The City manages and maintains the dikes, berms and drainage channels surrounding these facilities.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Split Canada Games Park into two distinctly named greenspaces, the Winter Park to the Northwest and Canada Games Park to the South East.
Winter Park - Reconfigure the Winter Park on the dry side of the dike removing all ball diamond and leisure winter sports conflicts. Add a loop road, more parking, a heated skate change building, a large picnic
shelter, and more integrated light displays. Improve wayfinding and signage. Enhance the dike with viewing nodes in both directions. Develop the wet side of the dike into a naturalized seasonal terrain park for
cycling, trick riding, zip-lining, ropes courses, cross-country skiing, snowboarding and snowshoeing. Add seasonal docks for fishing. Use this area as part of the visual gateway into Brandon from the 18th Street
Bridge approach. Bring light and public art into the Park. Use solar technology instead of hard-wired infrastructure wherever possible. Provide an accessible crossing over or under 18th Street for non-vehicular traffic.
Canada Games Park - Fix drainage issues at the rugby and soccer fields. They are very important to the community especially to senior men’s leagues. Improve the network of trails and the overall drainage in
this part of the Corridor. Consider making a fitness loop around the soccer or rugby fields on the elevated dikes. Take advantage of the primary dike for river overlooks and the smaller dikes/berms surrounding
the fields for spectator seating. Add trees for shade wherever possible.
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Canada Games Park Site Assessment

Field notes
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WHEAT CITY GOLF COURSE
Stakeholders
City, golf leagues, seniors, BRI, Wheat City Tennis Clubs, Turtle Crossing Campground, private developers, restaurateurs, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
A low dike protects the edge of the course. This is regularly breached during flooding. Flood waters in 2014 covered all holes with the exception of 13, 15, 16, 18 and the upper half of 7, 8 and 12. The Golf
Course sustained damage to all low lying holes near the river and to their pumphouse between the first and second holes. The first and third holes are most vulnerable to ongoing flooding and erosion due to
their locations on the outside bend of the main river channel Repairs to holes 2, 4, 5 and 7 were underway during field visits. Storm water management pond expansions throughout the Golf Course are also
ongoing. These will mitigate runoff that inundates the course from residential areas to the south.

Maintenance and Access
The City Parks Department operates and manages the Golf Course separate of BRI. The Golf Course and associated facilities including the tennis courts, clubhouse and restaurant are pay for use access with
annual or per visit access fees. The Golf Course is very accessible by car. It has a great internal walkway system with well-developed and groomed winter ski trails. Access to the golf course on McDonald
Avenue could be improved via a dedicated bike lane. Access to the Golf Course from neighbourhoods south of the River Corridor are impeded by the CP Rail line.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Raise the dike around the Golf Course to protect this valuable asset. Naturalize storm water ponds on the course and add proper aeration for water and habitat health; redevelop clubhouse and find a high-end
operator for the restaurant; partner with a private developer to add high density 55+ housing adjacent to or on the course; add bed and breakfast or hotel development near or on the site; work to establish a
seasonal connection across to the Turtle Crossing Campground.
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Figure 31

Wheat City Golf Course Site Assessment

Field notes

After 2014

TURTLE CROSSING CAMPGROUND
Stakeholders
Turtle Crossing Campground, Agriculture and Agrifood Canada Brandon Research Centre, City, BRI, and the general public.

Existing Conditions
Turtle Crossing Campground provides seasonal summer camping and RV sites for Brandon families without a cottage and winter snowbirds returning home. The owner is currently renovating and has upgraded
the swimming lake, main lodge facilities and original camping sites. In the next 2-4 years he plans to add additional campsites at the location of the old ball diamonds, and a small marina in a dredged-out back
channel of the river on his property. The owner and surrounding neighbours are working to protect their properties with ring dikes to prevent future flooding of their lands. Agriculture Canada lands will not be
protected in this manner and will regularly flood. Informal trails along Agriculture Canada lands remain, connecting back to 18th Street. Agriculture Canada continues to allow the informal use of riverbank trails
on their lands. Due to public risk factors these areas can not be designated or mapped as a formal part of the River Corridor system.

Maintenance and Access
Private land owners control maintenance and access to this section of the Corridor. Ongoing partnership is essential to maintaining these informal trails on the north bank of the river all the way to Turtle Crossing
Campground.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Cross-promote the Wheat City Golf Course, Turtle Crossing Campground and the Agriculture and Agrifood Canada Brandon Research Centre as the west anchor of the River Corridor. Work with Turtle Crossing
Campground owners to re-establish a seasonal river crossing between Turtle Crossing Campground and the Wheat City Golf Course. Maintain informal access with Agriculture Canada. A large amount of material
for raising the primary dikes has come from an Agriculture Canada borrow pit near the river. This area should be fenced off to ensure public safety.

GREEN SPOT HOME & GARDEN CENTRE AND SOUTHEAST END OF THE CORRIDOR
Stakeholders
Green Spot Home & Garden Centre, CP Rail, Ditchfield & Son Garden Centre, Assiniboine Food Forest Inc., and the general public.

Existing Conditions
Green Spot Home & Garden Centre and Ditchfield Garden Centre form the east end of the Assiniboine River Corridor on the south bank of the river. These are compatible horticultural based destinations that may
in short order be joined by the Assiniboine Food Forest due to be developed on the forested parcel due east of 17th Street East and Rosser Avenue. The north bank has less clear ownership and no sanctioned
public uses. Brandonites do not see this area as part of the urban Corridor. 17th Street East is located at a point in the river course that may also cut through in the next century to create a new oxbow to the north.

Maintenance and Access
Private land owners control maintenance and access to this section of the Corridor. Trail links are formal and fairly continuous along the south bank of the Corridor with a small gap between 11th and 13 Street
East, however these trails are physically and visually separated from the river by the CP Rail Mainline & Yards running east-west through the City. This line will remain as a major barrier to river access on this
end of the Corridor for the foreseeable future. The north bank has informal trail connections through private property. These are not advertised or promoted for public access but many community members use
them to find the best fishing spots east of Optimist Park.

Future Possibilities / Desires
Partner with the Assiniboine Food Forest Inc. to deliver educational programs and to introduce edibles into the Corridor landscape. Cross-promote this ‘Market Garden District’ as the east anchor of the
Assiniboine River Corridor.
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After 2014

Turtle Crossing Campground

East End Nurseries

